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Erbil Citadel Town is situated on top of
an arƟficial, 32-meters high earthen
mound, and visually dominaƟng the expansive modern city of Erbil. It is believed
to have been in conƟnuous existence
for 7000 years or even more. Thus, it
may be regarded as the oldest conƟnuously inhabited seƩlement in the world.
The Citadel is an ellipƟcal shaped town covering slightly more than 10 hectares of dense
fabric composed mainly of tradiƟonal court-
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yard houses and built in ochre-colored bricks
Ines Ingenieros was requested by the UNESCO to do the studies for the conservaƟon
and restoraƟon of eight building groups
at the citadel. The project involved an extensive series of studies and invesƟgaƟons
carried out by an internaƟonal and a local
team.
These studies included, for each building
group, topographical survey, historical research, architectural documentaƟon and
analysis, geotechnical studies and structural studies: sampling and analysis of the
building materials, foundaƟons and soil
studies, report on damages and deterioraƟon paƩerns, assessment of the structural
stability…
The first document was the report survey
and architectural and photographic documentaƟon for all the buildings.
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AŌer that, an architectural research and
analysis was done to study the buildings’
history and the changes that had occurred
on it over the Ɵme.
Then, the sampling and laboratory analysis
of the exisƟng materials was done to characterize their properƟes.
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The project also included the descripƟon
and analysis of the geotechnical condiƟons,
foundaƟons and soil studies for the conservaƟon and restoraƟon of the eight buildings.
The next study was the condiƟon assessment of the state of damaged and deterioraƟon of each building.
Also, the assessment of the structural stability and the report of damages and deterioraƟon paƩerns were done.
All the previous studies were followed by a
conservaƟon/restoraƟon project. It included technical reports, drawings, related documents, bill of quanƟƟes and a complete
technical specificaƟons document for each
group of buildings.
The technical report explained the suggested approach for the restoraƟon, jusƟfying
the proposed intervenƟons, in terms of decision for restoraƟon, while maintaining the
buildings’ authenƟcity and integrity.
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There was also a report outlining the approach for structural intervenƟons, if any,
and material restoraƟon, indicaƟng the basis for the approach, and the techniques
and materials to be used.

